
History of the CatapultHistory of the Catapult

Engineering DesignEngineering Design

When invented & who inventedWhen invented & who invented

�� Originated in Greece and Rome Originated in Greece and Rome 

�� Used by Chinese, Greeks, French, and Used by Chinese, Greeks, French, and 

RomansRomans

�� Invented in 399 BCInvented in 399 BC

�� Essentially to strengthen the power and Essentially to strengthen the power and 

range of the bowrange of the bow

�� Used in the middle agesUsed in the middle ages

Purpose & MaterialsPurpose & Materials

�� Used in medieval warfareUsed in medieval warfare

�� Wood Wood 

�� IronIron

�� Bolts Bolts 

�� Webbing for the slingWebbing for the sling

�� Kinetic and Potential EnergyKinetic and Potential Energy

BallistaBallista

�� An ancient and medieval engine of An ancient and medieval engine of 

warfare used to hurl heavy projectiles at a warfare used to hurl heavy projectiles at a 

target.target.

TrebuchetTrebuchet

�� A medieval catapult for hurling heavy A medieval catapult for hurling heavy 

stones.stones.

Mangonel Mangonel 

�� A military engine used during the Middle A military engine used during the Middle 

Ages for hurling stones and other missiles.Ages for hurling stones and other missiles.



SpringaldSpringald

� Mechanical artillery device for throwing large bolts and less commonly device for throwing large bolts and less commonly 
stones stones 

�� Constructed on the same principles as a Constructed on the same principles as a ballistaballista, but with inward swinging , but with inward swinging 
armsarms

�� Also known as a skeinAlso known as a skein--bow bow -- a torsion device using twisted skeins of silk or a torsion device using twisted skeins of silk or 
sinew to power two bowsinew to power two bow--armsarms

OnagerOnager

�� Roman siege Engine that is a type of catapult that uses a torsioRoman siege Engine that is a type of catapult that uses a torsional nal 

forceforce

�� Generally from twisted rope, to store energy for the shotGenerally from twisted rope, to store energy for the shot

�� Consisted of a large frame placed on the ground whose front end Consisted of a large frame placed on the ground whose front end 

has a vertical frame of solid timber that was rigidly fixedhas a vertical frame of solid timber that was rigidly fixed

�� A vertical spoke that passed through a rope bundle fastened to tA vertical spoke that passed through a rope bundle fastened to the he 

frame had a sling attached which contained a projectileframe had a sling attached which contained a projectile


